VIDYA BHARATI SCHOOL
ENGLISH OLYMPIAD QUESTIONS
GRADE: X (April)
Choose the correct answer to complete each sentence.
1. Student are not allowed to borrow stationery, except…………………….the teacher’s permission.
A) with
B) for
C) in
D) by
2. I was so taken……………….that I could not answer.
A) about
B) on
C) in
D) aback
3. It is possible to insure my I- pod……………………………….theft.
A) on
B) with
C) for
D) against
4. My dress is too long I need to get it…………………………………….
A) sewn up
B) stitched up
C) taken up
D) worn up
5. It you………………………….a chance, would you have taken it?
A) has taken
B) had had
C) would have
D) did have
6. I hate doing the ironing, it’s…………………………..
A) tedious
B) treacherous
C) tearful
D) tyrannous
7. I couldn’t believe all the nice things they said. I was totally…………………………
A) astounded
B) aghast
C) overwhelmed D) shocked
8. I can’t ride my bicycle…………………there isn’t any air in one of the tyres.
A) as
B) till
C) for
D) and
9. Ram got to the school on time………………………….he had missed the bus.
A) despite
B) even though
C) because
D) while
10. Easily nauseated or sickened means……………………………….
A) cowardly
B) ill fated
C) dizzy
D) squeamish
Choose the most suitable word/ phrase for each blank.
With landscape photography, you can take your time to set up your……………….11…………….. Shooting
sports pictures, on one hand, requires quick…………12…………..and fast………..13…………… It may seem a
difficult technique to master but it takes just practice and lots of films to become………….14……………….
The secret is a good position a tripod to support a long lens and…………………..15……………….
……………..16……………….photographers use telephoto lens to hone in on the action without getting too
close to it and you can also………………17………………the option. A long lens can be expensive, but is a
good…………..18……………, otherwise you need to …………….19……………..move much closer in order to

take a good photograph. Remember in many sports there are set plays which………..20………………you
to compose and focus your camera at the peak of the action.
11.…………………..

A) vision

B) composition

C) sight

D) sceneries

12. …………………..

A) composure

B) reflex

C) decision

D) clicking

13. .…………………..

A) movement

B) reaction

C) skills

D) inputs

14.…………………..

A) useful

B) best

C) skilful

D) active

15.…………………..

A) shadow

B) equipment

C) skill

D) patience

16…………………..

A) professional

B) patient

C) sight

D) composed

17.…………………..

A) choose

B) get

C) make

D) do

18…………………….

A) bargain

B) decision

C) move

D) investment

19…………………….

A) really

B) physically

C) forward

D) gradually

20…………………….

A) enable

B) will enables

C) should able D) must enable
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